No compromise.

OE competence for Asian vehicles.

www.nisshinbo-brakes.com
NSSHINBO

Brake Discs
ブレーキディスク

Brake Pads
ブレーキパッド

Tokyo
Asia’s favourite brake friction.

Asian vehicles set the global standard for quality and reliability. With Nisshinbo, you can enjoy the braking to match.

Nisshinbo brake friction is engineered in Japan, to the highest OE specification demanded by Asian vehicle manufacturers.

Every Nisshinbo brake pad is the result of a rigorous development and testing cycle. Featuring advanced material formulations and unique product design, Nisshinbo delivers the ideal combination of braking performance, comfort and reliability.

It’s an investment in quality and innovation that makes Nisshinbo the largest supplier of OE friction to Asian vehicles – and the number one choice when you want a like-for-like replacement.

Available for the leading Asian marques:

**JAPAN**
- Daihatsu
- Honda
- Infiniti
- Isuzu
- Lexus
- Mazda

**KOREA**
- Mitsubishi
- Nissan
- Subaru
- Suzuki
- Toyota
- Ssangyong
- Daewoo
- Hyundai
- Kia
A unique combination for your safety.

Nisshinbo brake pads feature a diagonal slot, designed to ensure optimal strength, flexibility and consistent performance, together with outstanding noise reduction.

- **Strength and flexibility** - the optimal degree of thermal expansion to prevent stress and surface cracking.
- **Noise prevention** - Diagonal design evenly distributes the contact between the pad and disc minimising noise and judder effect.

A different angle on performance.

Unique diagonal slot.
Brake pad chamfers have a key role to play in reducing brake noise. The unique profile of the Nisshinbo J-chamfer leads to longer lasting noise reducing properties of the Nisshinbo brake pads.

- **Unique J-profile** - Available with Nisshinbo brake pads for Asian vehicles.
- **Super-quiet** - Specifically designed ‘curve’ reduces squeal, during bedding-in and throughout the working life of the friction material.
The energy efficiency vehicles of tomorrow are being driven by ever-more complex technology. Developed through advanced materials expertise, Nisshinbo NAO formulations are trusted to deliver the braking performance and environmental qualities demanded by world-leading car manufacturers.

- **Sustainable performance and comfort** – Advanced low dust, low noise NAO formulation, with no compromise in braking effectiveness throughout the friction lifespan.
- **Consistent stopping power** – Tested to provide braking you can rely on 100%.
- **Long lasting quality** – A new generation of NAO material, engineered for excellent wear characteristics and maximum replacement intervals.
Quality. For every requirement.

Nisshinbo brake discs and brake shoes.

Nisshinbo brake discs are precisely tailored to our brake pads to achieve the perfect braking result. The Nisshinbo brake disc range is manufactured in strict accordance to O.E. tolerances and meets the ECE R90-requirements.

Nisshinbo brake discs are precisely tailored to our brake pads to achieve the perfect braking result. They are made from high-grade steel to offer optimum performance. A large proportion of the Nisshinbo disc range is coated and provides enhanced comfort and aesthetical properties.

For rear axle applications Nisshinbo brake shoes provide optimum performance and safety.
Designed for the best.
OE competence for the leading Asian marques.